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Growing Up Global An FT SUMMER READ 2020 The forces of globalization
have transformed the world economically, but in the West politics is
becoming increasingly fractured as living standards stagnate for all
but the very wealthy. As a result, alienation and nationalism are on
the rise. China, in the meantime, has become the most powerful economy
in the world from the same forces of globalization which have
imprisoned the west. Here, Grzegorz W. Kolodko parses the economic
system in China and brings his uniquely clear and far sighted analysis
to bear on the global economy. Through a qualitative and extensive
quantitative economic analysis of the global economy, and it's tilt
towards Asia, Kolodko offers prescriptions on how the west can learn
from China's approach, and make globalization work for citizens once
more. An essential book for scholars and students of political
economy, from one of the West's most authoritative scholars and
practitioners. Translated by Joanna Luczak
Combating Inequality This book draws together the most authoritative
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articles on
development economics published in the past few years, is
aimed at undergraduate level and is suitable for students with little
or no background in economics.The main themes include poverty, foreign
aid, agriculture and human capital and amongst those whose work
appears cannbsp;be counted Amartya Sen, Jeffrey Sachs, Jagdish
Bhagwati, Joseph Stiglitz, Paul Romer, Dani Rodrik, William Easterly,
Robert Barro, Kenneth Arrow, Hernando de Soto, Daron Acemoglu,
Muhammad Yunus, Anne Krueger, Abhijit Banerjee, Esther Duflo, Michael
Kremer and Martin Feldstein.The reader focuses on the most recent and
up-to-date contributions to the field of development economics.
Instead of collecting "classic" contributions which are already
available through many sources the articles chosen reflect recent
developments in the discipline (for instance, in the area of geography
and development) and include contributions that address recent events
(the dramatic resurgence of a debt relief movement)."The Development
Economics Reader" should be an invaluable resource for all students of
the discipline.
Doing Development in West Africa This is a series of country studies
by leading economists. It helps to shed light on some of the most
important growth puzzles of our time. What emerges is a deeper
understanding of the centrality of institutions. Economies that have
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well over the long term owe their success not to geography
or trade, but to institutions that have generated market-oriented
incentives, protected property rights, and enabled stability. However,
these narratives warn against a cookie-cutter approach to institution
building.
China and the Future of Globalization A new lens on development is
changing the world of international aid. The overdue recognition that
development in all sectors is an inherently political process is
driving aid providers to try to learn how to think and act
politically. Major donors are pursuing explicitly political goals
alongside their traditional socioeconomic aims and introducing more
politically informed methods throughout their work. Yet these changes
face an array of external and internal obstacles, from heightened
sensitivity on the part of many aid-receiving governments about
foreign political interventionism to inflexible aid delivery
mechanisms and entrenched technocratic preferences within many aid
organizations. This pathbreaking book assesses the progress and
pitfalls of the attempted politics revolution in development aid and
charts a constructive way forward. Contents: Introduction 1. The New
Politics Agenda The Original Framework: 1960s-1980s 2. Apolitical
Roots Breaking the Political Taboo: 1990s-2000s 3. The Door Opens to
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Advancing Political Goals 5. Toward Politically Informed
Methods The Way Forward 6. Politically Smart Development Aid 7. The
Unresolved Debate on Political Goals 8. The Integration Frontier
Conclusion 9. The Long Road to Politics
One Economics, Many Recipes In One Economics, Many Recipes, leading
economist Dani Rodrik argues that neither globalizers nor
antiglobalizers have got it right. While economic globalization can be
a boon for countries that are trying to dig out of poverty, success
usually requires following policies that are tailored to local
economic and political realities rather than obeying the dictates of
the international globalization establishment. A definitive statement
of Rodrik's original and influential perspective on economic growth
and globalization, One Economics, Many Recipes shows how successful
countries craft their own unique strategies--and what other countries
can learn from them. To most proglobalizers, globalization is a source
of economic salvation for developing nations, and to fully benefit
from it nations must follow a universal set of rules designed by
organizations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund,
and the World Trade Organization and enforced by international
investors and capital markets. But to most antiglobalizers, such
global rules spell nothing but trouble, and the more poor nations
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shield themselves
from them, the better off they are. Rodrik rejects
the simplifications of both sides, showing that poor countries get
rich not by copying what Washington technocrats preach or what others
have done, but by overcoming their own highly specific constraints.
And, far from conflicting with economic science, this is exactly what
good economics teaches.
One Economics, Many Recipes An honest discussion of free trade and how
nations can sensibly chart a path forward in today’s global economy
Not so long ago the nation-state seemed to be on its deathbed,
condemned to irrelevance by the forces of globalization and
technology. Now it is back with a vengeance, propelled by a
groundswell of populists around the world. In Straight Talk on Trade,
Dani Rodrik, an early and outspoken critic of economic globalization
taken too far, goes beyond the populist backlash and offers a more
reasoned explanation for why our elites’ and technocrats’ obsession
with hyper-globalization made it more difficult for nations to achieve
legitimate economic and social objectives at home. Ranging over the
recent experiences of advanced countries, the eurozone, and developing
nations, Straight Talk on Trade charts a way forward with new ideas
about how to reconcile today’s inequitable trends with liberal
democracy and social inclusion.
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Rules: The Rights and Wrongs of the Dismal Science What
would a fair and equal society actually look like? The world-renowned
economist and bestselling author Yanis Varoufakis presents his radical
and subversive answer in a work of speculative fiction that recalls
William Morris and William Gibson The year: 2035. At a funeral for
Iris, a revolutionary leftist feminist, Yango is approached by Costa,
Iris's closest comrade, who urges him to carry out Iris's last wish:
plough into her secret diaries to tell their story. "But", Costa
insists "leave out anything that might help Big Tech replicate my
technologies!" That night Yango delves into Iris's diaries. In them he
discovers a chronicle of how Costa's revolutionary technologies had
unveiled an actually existing, fully democratized, postcapitalist
society. Suddenly he understands Costa's obsession with the hackers
trying to steal his secrets. So begins Yanis Varoufakis's
extraordinary novelistic thought-experiment, where the world-famous
economist offers an invigorating and deeply moving vision of an
alternative reality. Another Now tells the story of Costa, a brilliant
but deeply disillusioned, computer engineer, who creates a
revolutionary technology that will allow the user a "glimpse of a life
beyond their dreams" but will not enslave them. But an accident during
one of its trial runs unveils a cosmic wormhole where Costa meets his
DNA double, who is living in a 2025 very different than the one Costa
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in. In this parallel 2025 a global hi-tech uprising, begun
in the wake of the collapse of 2008, has birthed a post-capitalist
world in which work, money, land, digital networks and politics have
been truly democratized. Banks have been eliminated, as well as
predatory, date-mining digital monopolies; the gig economy is no more;
and the young are free to experiment with different careers and to
study "non-lucrative topics, from Sumerian pottery to astrophysics."
Intoxicated, Costa travels to England to tell Iris, his old comrade,
and her neighbor, Eva, a recovering banker turned neoliberal economics
professor, of the parallel universe he has discovered. Costa
eventually leads them back to his workshop in America where Iris and
Eva meet their own doubles, and confront hard truths about themselves
and the daunting political challenge that "the Other Now" presents.
But, as their obsession with the Other Now deepens, time begins to run
out, as the wormhole begins to deteriorate and hackers begin to
unleash new attacks on Costa's technology. The trio have to make a
choice: which 2025 do they want to live in? Varoufakis has been
claiming for a while that we already live in postcapitalist times.
That, since the 2008 crisis, capitalism has been morphing into
technofeudalism. Another Now, a riveting work of speculative fiction,
shows that there is a realistic, democratic alternative to the
technofeudalpostcapitalist dystopia taking shape all around us. It
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to go to bring it about?
Globalization and Progressive Economic Policy From the chief economic
commentator for the Financial Times—a brilliant tour d’horizon of the
new global economy There have been many books that have sought to
explain the causes and courses of the financial and economic crisis
that began in 2007. The Shifts and the Shocks is not another detailed
history of the crisis but is the most persuasive and complete account
yet published of what the crisis should teach us about modern
economies and economics. Written with all the intellectual command and
trenchant judgment that have made Martin Wolf one of the world’s most
influential economic commentators, The Shifts and the Shocks matches
impressive analysis with no-holds-barred criticism and persuasive
prescription for a more stable future. It is a book no one with an
interest in global affairs will want to neglect.
Identity Economics Globalization is exposing social fissures between
those with the education, skills, and mobility to flourish in an
unfettered world market—the apparent "winners"—and those without.
These apparent "losers" are increasingly anxious about their standards
of living and their precarious place in an integrated world economy.
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is severe tension between the market and broad sectors of
society, with governments caught in the middle. Compounding the very
real problems that need to be addressed by all involved, the knee-jerk
rhetoric of both sides threatens to crowd out rational debate. From
the United States to Europe to Asia, positions are hardening. Dani
Rodrik brings a clear and reasoned voice to these questions. Has
Globalization Gone Too Far? takes an unblinking and objective look at
the benefits—and risks—of international economic integration, and
criticizes mainstream economists for downplaying its dangers. It also
makes a unique and persuasive case that the "winners" have as much at
stake from the possible consequences of social instability as the
"losers." As Rodrik points out, ". . . social disintegration is not a
spectator sport—those on the sidelines also get splashed with mud from
the field. Ultimately, the deepening of social fissures can harm all."
President Clinton read the book and it provided the conceptual basis
for the trade/IMF portions of his State of the Union message in
January 1998.
Another Now "A damning denunciation of things as they are, and a
platform for how we can do better."—Andrew Leonard, Salon Building on
the international bestseller Globalization and Its Discontents, Joseph
E. Stiglitz offers here an agenda of inventive solutions to our most
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pressing economic,
social, and environmental challenges, with each
proposal guided by the fundamental insight that economic globalization
continues to outpace both the political structures and the moral
sensitivity required to ensure a just and sustainable world. As
economic interdependence continues to gather the peoples of the world
into a single community, it brings with it the need to think and act
globally. This trenchant, intellectually powerful, and inspiring book
is an invaluable step in that process.
One Economics, Many Recipes "This is an attempt to derive broad,
strategic lessons from the diverse experience with economic growth in
last fifty years. The paper revolves around two key arguments. One is
that neoclassical economic analysis is a lot more flexible than its
practitioners in the policy domain have generally given it credit. In
particular, first-order economic principles protection of property
rights, market-based competition, appropriate incentives, sound money,
and so on do not map into unique policy packages. Reformers have
substantial room for creatively packaging these principles into
institutional designs that are sensitive to local opportunities and
constraints. Successful countries are those that have used this room
wisely. The second argument is that igniting economic growth and
sustaining it are somewhat different enterprises. The former generally
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limited range of (often unconventional) reforms that need
not overly tax the institutional capacity of the economy. The latter
challenge is in many ways harder, as it requires constructing over the
longer term a sound institutional underpinning to endow the economy
with resilience to shocks and maintain productive dynamism. Ignoring
the distinction between these two tasks leaves reformers saddled with
impossibly ambitious, undifferentiated, and impractical policy
agendas"--NBER website
Straight Talk on Trade The new book that's sparked discussion both in
Washington and European financial capitals Policy makers in the
developing world are grappling with new dilemmas created by openness
to trade and capital flows. What role, if any, remains for the state
in promoting industrialization? Does openness worsen inequality, and
if so, what can be done about it? What is the best way to handle
turbulence from the world economy, especially the fickleness of
international capital flows? In The New Global Economy and Developing
Countries Dani Rodrik argues that successful integration into the
world economy requires a complementary set of policies and
institutions at home. Policy makers must reinforce their external
strategy of liberalization with an internal strategy that gives the
state substantial responsibility in building physical and human
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capital and
mediating social conflicts.
The Lexus and the Olive Tree Prominent economists analyze the impact
of the emerging global economy on national sovereignty and standards
of living.
Making Globalization Work The economics profession has become a
favourite punching bag in the aftermath of the global financial
crisis. Economists are widely reviled and their influence derided by
the general public. Yet their services have never been in greater
demand. To unravel the paradox, we need to understand both the
strengths and weaknesses of economics. This book offers both a defence
and critique of economics. Economists' way of thinking about social
phenomena has greatadvantages. But the flexible, contextual nature of
economics is also its Achilles' heel in the hands of clumsy
practitioners.
Grave New World The author illuminates the process of "Latinization"
currently underway in the U.S., tracing the largest migration in the
history of the Americas--the movement north of large numbers of people
from Latin America. Simultaneous. (Social Science)
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The Development
the rise of the world economy is accessible and mercifully free of
jargon' Sunday Times More tracks the development of the world economy,
starting with the first obsidian blades that made their way from what
is now Turkey to the Iran-Iraq border 7000 years before Christ, and
ending with the Sino-American trade war that we are in right now.
Taking history in great strides, More illustrates broad changes by
examining details from the design of the standard medieval cottage to
the stranglehold that Paris's three belt-buckle-making guilds
exercised over innovation in the field of holding up trousers. Along
the way Coggan reveals that historical economies were far more
sophisticated than we might imagine - tied together by webs of credit
and financial instruments much like the modern economy. Coggan shows
how, at every step of our long journey, it was connections between
people - allowing more trade, more specialisation, more ideas and more
freedom - that always created the conditions of prosperity.
Has Globalization Gone Too Far? In One Economics, Many Recipes,
leading economist Dani Rodrik argues that neither globalizers nor
antiglobalizers have got it right. While economic globalization can be
a boon for countries that are trying to dig out of poverty, success
usually requires following policies that are tailored to local
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economic and
political realities rather than obeying the dictates of
the international globalization establishment. A definitive statement
of Rodrik's original and influential perspective on economic growth
and globalization, One Economics, Many Recipes shows how successful
countries craft their own unique strategies--and what other countries
can learn from them. To most proglobalizers, globalization is a source
of economic salvation for developing nations, and to fully benefit
from it nations must follow a universal set of rules designed by
organizations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund,
and the World Trade Organization and enforced by international
investors and capital markets. But to most antiglobalizers, such
global rules spell nothing but trouble, and the more poor nations
shield themselves from them, the better off they are. Rodrik rejects
the simplifications of both sides, showing that poor countries get
rich not by copying what Washington technocrats preach or what others
have done, but by overcoming their own highly specific constraints.
And, far from conflicting with economic science, this is exactly what
good economics teaches.
More In One Economics, Many Recipes, leading economist Dani Rodrik
argues that neither globalizers nor antiglobalizers have got it right.
While economic globalization can be a boon for countries that are
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dig out of poverty, success usually requires following
policies that are tailored to local economic and political realities
rather than obeying the dictates of the international globalization
establishment. A definitive statement of Rodrik's original and
influential perspective on economic growth and globalization, One
Economics, Many Recipes shows how successful countries craft their own
unique strategies--and what other countries can learn from them. To
most proglobalizers, globalization is a source of economic salvation
for developing nations, and to fully benefit from it nations must
follow a universal set of rules designed by organizations such as the
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the World Trade
Organization and enforced by international investors and capital
markets. But to most antiglobalizers, such global rules spell nothing
but trouble, and the more poor nations shield themselves from them,
the better off they are. Rodrik rejects the simplifications of both
sides, showing that poor countries get rich not by copying what
Washington technocrats preach or what others have done, but by
overcoming their own highly specific constraints. And, far from
conflicting with economic science, this is exactly what good economics
teaches.
The World in the Model Biomedical advances have made it possible to
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identify and
manipulate features of living organisms in useful
ways--leading to improvements in public health, agriculture, and other
areas. The globalization of scientific and technical expertise also
means that many scientists and other individuals around the world are
generating breakthroughs in the life sciences and related
technologies. The risks posed by bioterrorism and the proliferation of
biological weapons capabilities have increased concern about how the
rapid advances in genetic engineering and biotechnology could enable
the production of biological weapons with unique and unpredictable
characteristics. Globalization, Biosecurity, and the Future of Life
Sciences examines current trends and future objectives of research in
public health, life sciences, and biomedical science that contain
applications relevant to developments in biological weapons 5 to 10
years into the future and ways to anticipate, identify, and mitigate
these dangers.
Good Government in the Tropics As a $3-trillion economy, India is on
her way to becoming an economic superpower. Between 1991 and 2011, the
period of our best growth, there was also a substantial decline in the
number of people below the poverty line. Since 2011, however, there
has been a marked retreat in the high growth performance of the
previous two decades. What happened to the promise? Where have we
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How do we change course? How do we overcome the ever-present
dangers of the middle-income trap, and get rich before we grow old?
And one question above all else: What do we need to do to make our
tryst with destiny? As professional economists as well as former civil
servants, Vijay Kelkar and Ajay Shah have spent most of their lives
thinking about and working on these questions. The result: In Service
of the Republic, a meticulously researched work that stands at the
intersection of economics, political philosophy and public
administration. This highly readable book lays out the art and the
science of the policymaking that we need, from the high ideas to the
gritty practicalities that go into building the Republic.
Free Trade Reimagined Half of this new, post-Cold War world is intent
on building a better Lexus, on streamlining their societies and
economies for the global marketplace, while the other half is locked
in elemental struggles over who owns which olive tree, which strip of
land.
In Search of Prosperity In recent years the popularity of service
learning and study abroad programs that bring students to the global
South has soared, thanks to this generation of college students'
desire to make a positive difference in the world. This collection
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contains essays
Togo working on projects that established health insurance at a local
clinic, built a cyber café, created a microlending program for teens,
and started a local writers' group. The essays show students putting
their optimism to work while learning that paying attention to local
knowledge can make all the difference in a project's success. Students
also conducted research on global health topics by examining the
complex relationships between traditional healing practices and
biomedicine. Charles Piot's introduction contextualizes studentinitiated development within the history of development work in West
Africa since 1960, while his epilogue provides an update on the
projects, compiles an inventory of best practices, and describes the
type of projects that are likely to succeed. Doing Development in West
Africa provides a relatable and intimate look into the range of
challenges, successes, and failures that come with studying abroad in
the global South. Contributors. Cheyenne Allenby, Kelly Andrejko,
Connor Cotton, Allie Middleton, Caitlin Moyles, Charles Piot, Benjamin
Ramsey, Maria Cecilia Romano, Stephanie Rotolo, Emma Smith, Sarah
Zimmerman
OECD Insights Economic Globalisation Origins and consequences A
controversial look at the end of globalization and what it means for
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prosperity,
peace, and the global economic order Globalization, long
considered the best route to economic prosperity, is not inevitable.
An approach built on the principles of free trade and, since the
1980s, open capital markets, is beginning to fracture. With
disappointing growth rates across the Western world, nations are no
longer willing to sacrifice national interests for global growth; nor
are their leaders able—or willing—to sell the idea of pursuing a
global agenda of prosperity to their citizens. Combining historical
analysis with current affairs, economist Stephen D. King provides a
provocative and engaging account of why globalization is being
rejected, what a world ruled by rival states with conflicting aims
might look like, and how the pursuit of nationalist agendas could
result in a race to the bottom. King argues that a rejection of
globalization and a return to “autarky” will risk economic and
political conflict, and he uses lessons from history to gauge how best
to avoid the worst possible outcomes.
The Globalization Paradox This book challenges the widely accepted
notion that globalization encourages economic convergence--and, by
extension, cultural homogenization--across national borders. A
systematic comparison of organizational change in Argentina, South
Korea, and Spain since 1950 finds that global competition forces
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to exploit their distinctive strengths, resulting in unique
development trajectories. Analyzing the social, political, and
economic conditions underpinning the rise of various organizational
forms, Guillén shows that business groups, small enterprises, and
foreign multinationals play different economic roles depending on a
country's path to development. Business groups thrive when there is
foreign-trade and investment protectionism and are best suited to
undertake large-scale, capital-intensive activities such as automobile
assembly and construction. Their growth and diversification come at
the expense of smaller firms and foreign multinationals. In contrast,
small and medium enterprises are best fitted to compete in knowledgeintensive activities such as component manufacturing and branded
consumer goods. They prosper in the absence of restrictions on exportoriented multinationals. The book ends on an optimistic note by
presenting evidence that it is possible--though not easy--for
countries to break through the glass ceiling separating poor from
rich. It concludes that globalization encourages economic diversity
and that democracy is the form of government best suited to deal with
globalization's contingencies. Against those who contend that the
transition to markets must come before the transition to ballots,
Guillén argues that democratization can and should precede economic
modernization. This is applied economic sociology at its best--broad,
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the conventional wisdom.
Growth Strategies In One Economics, Many Recipes, leading economist
Dani Rodrik argues that neither globalizers nor antiglobalizers have
got it right. While economic globalization can be a boon for countries
that are trying to dig out of poverty, success usually requires
following policies that are tailored to local economic and political
realities rather than obeying the dictates of the international
globalization establishment. A definitive statement of Rodrik's
original and influential perspective on economic growth and
globalization, One Economics, Many Recipes shows how successful
countries craft their own unique strategies--and what other countries
can learn from them. To most proglobalizers, globalization is a source
of economic salvation for developing nations, and to fully benefit
from it nations must follow a universal set of rules designed by
organizations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund,
and the World Trade Organization and enforced by international
investors and capital markets. But to most antiglobalizers, such
global rules spell nothing but trouble, and the more poor nations
shield themselves from them, the better off they are. Rodrik rejects
the simplifications of both sides, showing that poor countries get
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rich not by
copying what Washington technocrats preach or what others
have done, but by overcoming their own highly specific constraints.
And, far from conflicting with economic science, this is exactly what
good economics teaches.
Economics Rules The winners of the Nobel Prize show how economics,
when done right, can help us solve the thorniest social and political
problems of our day. Figuring out how to deal with today's critical
economic problems is perhaps the great challenge of our time. Much
greater than space travel or perhaps even the next revolutionary
medical breakthrough, what is at stake is the whole idea of the good
life as we have known it. Immigration and inequality, globalization
and technological disruption, slowing growth and accelerating climate
change--these are sources of great anxiety across the world, from New
Delhi and Dakar to Paris and Washington, DC. The resources to address
these challenges are there--what we lack are ideas that will help us
jump the wall of disagreement and distrust that divides us. If we
succeed, history will remember our era with gratitude; if we fail, the
potential losses are incalculable. In this revolutionary book,
renowned MIT economists Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo take on
this challenge, building on cutting-edge research in economics
explained with lucidity and grace. Original, provocative, and urgent,
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Good Economics
intelligent interventionism and a society built on compassion and
respect. It is an extraordinary achievement, one that shines a light
to help us appreciate and understand our precariously balanced world.
Globalization of Management Education In this comprehensive report,
the AACSB Task Force explores broad globalization trends in management
education that command the attention of any individual or institution
striving to navigate in today's environment.
The Shifts and the Shocks “A hugely valuable contribution. . . . In
setting out a defence of the best in economics, Rodrik has also
provided a goal for the discipline as a whole.” —Martin Sandbu,
Financial Times In the wake of the financial crisis and the Great
Recession, economics seems anything but a science. In this sharp,
masterfully argued book, Dani Rodrik, a leading critic from within,
takes a close look at economics to examine when it falls short and
when it works, to give a surprisingly upbeat account of the
discipline. Drawing on the history of the field and his deep
experience as a practitioner, Rodrik argues that economics can be a
powerful tool that improves the world—but only when economists abandon
universal theories and focus on getting the context right. Economics
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Rules argues
that the discipline's much-derided mathematical models
are its true strength. Models are the tools that make economics a
science. Too often, however, economists mistake a model for the model
that applies everywhere and at all times. In six chapters that trace
his discipline from Adam Smith to present-day work on globalization,
Rodrik shows how diverse situations call for different models. Each
model tells a partial story about how the world works. These stories
offer wide-ranging, and sometimes contradictory, lessons—just as
children’s fables offer diverse morals. Whether the question concerns
the rise of global inequality, the consequences of free trade, or the
value of deficit spending, Rodrik explains how using the right models
can deliver valuable new insights about social reality and public
policy. Beyond the science, economics requires the craft to apply
suitable models to the context. The 2008 collapse of Lehman Brothers
challenged many economists' deepest assumptions about free markets.
Rodrik reveals that economists' model toolkit is much richer than
these free-market models. With pragmatic model selection, economists
can develop successful antipoverty programs in Mexico, growth
strategies in Africa, and intelligent remedies for domestic
inequality. At once a forceful critique and defense of the discipline,
Economics Rules charts a path toward a more humble but more effective
science.
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the flattening of the world better than ever- and takes a new measure
of the effects of this change on each of us.
The Limits of Convergence In Good Government in the Tropics, Judith
Tendler questions widely prevailing views about why governments so
often perform poorly and about what causes them to improve. Drawing on
a set of four cases involving public bureaucracies at work under the
direction of an innovative state government in Brazil, the book offers
findings of significance to the current debates about organization of
the public-sector workplace, public service delivery,
decentralization, and the interaction between government and civil
society. The case chapters represent four different sectors, each
traditionally spoken for by its distinct experts, literatures, and
public agnecies -- rural preventive health, small enterprise
development, agricultural extension for small farmers, and employmentcreating public works construction and drought relief. With findings
that cut across these sectoral boundaries, the book raises questions
about the policy advice proferred by the international donor
community. It shifts the terms of the prevailing debate away from
mistrust of government toward an understanding of the circumstances
under which public servants become truly committed to their work and
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to eliminate 'rent-seeking' by reducing the state's role has made a
contribution but lost much of its charisma. Theoreticians and
practitioners alike are looking for new ideas and Tendler offers a
quite intriguing set of them. The cases demonstrate surprising counterintuitive results that will be of interest even to those with little
substantive interest in the particular setting described. Theoretical
novelty and elegant use of evidence combine to make this book a clear
winner." -- Peter Evans, University of California at Berkeley
Economics Rules Leading economists and policymakers consider what
economic tools are most effective in reversing the rise in inequality.
Economic inequality is the defining issue of our time. In the United
States, the wealth share of the top 1% has risen from 25% in the late
1970s to around 40% today. The percentage of children earning more
than their parents has fallen from 90% in the 1940s to around 50%
today. In Combating Inequality, leading economists, many of them
current or former policymakers, bring good news: we have the tools to
reverse the rise in inequality. In their discussions, they consider
which of these tools are the most effective at doing so.
In Service of the Republic The economics profession has become a
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punching bag in the aftermath of the global financial
crisis. Economists are widely reviled and their influence derided by
the general public. Yet their services have never been in greater
demand. To unravel the paradox, we need to understand both the
strengths and weaknesses of economics. This book offers both a defence
and critique of economics. Economists' way of thinking about social
phenomena has greatadvantages. But the flexible, contextual nature of
economics is also its Achilles' heel in the hands of clumsy
practitioners.
Globalization, Biosecurity, and the Future of the Life Sciences For a
century, economists have driven forward the cause of globalization in
financial institutions, labour markets, and trade. Yet there have been
consistent warning signs that a global economy and free trade might
not always be advantageous. Where are the pressure points? What could
be done about them?Dani Rodrik examines the back-story from its
seventeenth-century origins through the milestones of the gold
standard, the Bretton Woods Agreement, and the Washington Consensus,
to the present day. Although economic globalization has enabled
unprecedented levels of prosperity in advanced countries and has been
a boon to hundreds of millions of poor workers in China and elsewhere
in Asia, it is a concept that rests on shaky pillars, he contends. Its
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sustainability is not a given.The heart of Rodrik>'s
argument is a fundamental 'trilemma': that we cannot simultaneously
pursue democracy, national self-determination, and economic
globalization. Give too much power to governments, and you have
protectionism. Give markets too much freedom, and you have an unstable
world economy with little social and political support from those it
is supposed to help. Rodrik argues for smart globalization, not
maximum globalization.
Development Aid Confronts Politics Since the financial crisis of 2008,
many of us have had to reexamine our beliefs about markets and
globalization. How integrated should economies really be? How much
regulation is right? Many people fuse these two dimensions of choice
into one, either favoring both globalization and deregulation—or
opposing both of them. It doesn’t have to be that way. In World 3.0,
award-winning author and economist Pankaj Ghemawat reveals the folly
in both of these responses. He calls for a third worldview—one in
which both regulation and cross-border integration coexist and
complement one another. Ghemawat starts by exposing common assumptions
about globalization to hard data, proving that the world is not nearly
as globalized as we think. And he explains why the potential gains
from further integration are much larger than even pro globalizers
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environmental degradation, macroeconomic volatility, and trade and
capital imbalances—that opponents of globalization often invoke.
Drawing on compelling data, he shows that increased globalization can
actually alleviate some of these problems. Finally, Ghemawat describes
how a wide range of players—businesses, policy makers, citizens,
media—can help open up flows of ideas, people, and goods across
borders, but in ways that maximize the benefits and minimize the
potential side effects. World 3.0 dispels powerfully entrenched—but
incorrect—assumptions about globalization. Provocative and bold, this
new book explains how people around the world can secure their
collective prosperity through new approaches to cross-border
integration. Ghemawat’s thinking will surprise and move you—no matter
where you stand on globalization.
One Economics, Many Recipes Free Trade Reimagined begins with a
sustained criticism of the heart of the emerging world economy, the
theory and practice of free trade. Roberto Mangabeira Unger does not,
however, defend protectionism against free trade. Instead, he attacks
and revises the terms on which the traditional debate between free
traders and protectionists has been joined. Unger's intervention in
this major contemporary debate serves as a point of departure for a
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rethink the basic ideas with which we explain economic
activity. He suggests, by example as well as by theory, a way of
understanding contemporary economies that is both more realistic and
more revealing of hidden possibilities for transformation than are the
established forms of economics. One message of the book is that we
need not choose between accepting and rejecting globalization; we can
have a different globalization. Traditional free trade doctrine rests
on shaky empirical and theoretical ground. Unger takes a new approach
to show when international trade is likely to be useful or harmful to
the socially inclusive economic growth that every nation wants.
Another message is that the movement of people and ideas is more
important than the movement of things and money, and that freedom to
change the institutions defining a market economy is just as important
as freedom to exchange goods on the basis of those institutions. Free
Trade Reimagined ranges broadly within and outside economics.
Presenting technical issues in plain language, it appeals to the
general reader. It puts a disciplined imagination in the service of
rebellion against the dictatorship of no alternatives that
characterizes life and thought today.
Good Economics for Hard Times Annotation. This work bridges a critical
gap in the social sciences. It brings identity and norms to economics.
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whom, are fundamental to how hard they work, and how they learn,
spend, and save.
Globalization's Contradictions During the last two centuries, the way
economic science is done has changed radically: it has become a social
science based on mathematical models in place of words. This book
describes and analyses that change - both historically and
philosophically - using a series of case studies to illuminate the
nature and the implications of these changes. It is not a technical
book; it is written for the intelligent person who wants to understand
how economics works from the inside out. This book will be of interest
to economists and science studies scholars (historians, sociologists
and philosophers of science). But it also aims at a wider readership
in the public intellectual sphere, building on the current interest in
all things economic and on the recent failure of the so-called
economic model, which has shaped our beliefs and the world we live
in.
World 3.0 The challenges for young people making the transition to
adulthood are greater today than ever before. Globalization, with its
power to reach across national boundaries and into the smallest
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carries with it the transformative power of new markets
and new technology. At the same time, globalization brings with it new
ideas and lifestyles that can conflict with traditional norms and
values. And while the economic benefits are potentially enormous, the
actual course of globalization has not been without its critics who
charge that, to date, the gains have been very unevenly distributed,
generating a new set of problems associated with rising inequality and
social polarization. Regardless of how the globalization debate is
resolved, it is clear that as broad global forces transform the world
in which the next generation will live and work, the choices that
today's young people make or others make on their behalf will
facilitate or constrain their success as adults. Traditional
expectations regarding future employment prospects and life
experiences are no longer valid. Growing Up Global examines how the
transition to adulthood is changing in developing countries, and what
the implications of these changes might be for those responsible for
designing youth policies and programs, in particular, those affecting
adolescent reproductive health. The report sets forth a framework that
identifies criteria for successful transitions in the context of
contemporary global changes for five key adult roles: adult worker,
citizen and community participant, spouse, parent, and household
manager.
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The New Global
reviews the major turning points in the history of economic
integration, and in particular the pace at which it has accelerated
since the 1990s. It also considers its impact in four crucial areas,
namely employment, development, the environment and financial
stability.
The World Is Flat [Further Updated and Expanded; Release 3.0] Since
the 1980s, globalization and neoliberalism have brought about a
comprehensive restructuring of everyone’s lives. People are being
‘disciplined’ by neoliberal economic agendas, ‘transformed’ by
communication and information technology changes, global commodity
chains and networks, and in the Global South in particular, destroyed
livelihoods, debilitating impoverishment, disease pandemics, among
other disastrous disruptions, are also globalization’s legacy. This
collection of geographical treatments of such a complex set of
processes unearths the contradictions in the impacts of globalization
on peoples’ lives. Globalizations Contradictions firstly introduces
globalization in all its intricacy and contrariness, followed on by
substantive coverage of globalization’s dimensions. Other areas that
are covered in depth are: globalization’s macro-economic faces
globalization’s unruly spaces globalization’s geo-political faces
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globalization globalization’s cultural challenges
globalization from below fair globalization. Globalizations
Contradictions is a critical examination of the continuing role of
international and supra-national institutions and their involvement in
the political economic management and determination of global
restructuring. Deliberately, this collection raises questions, even as
it offers geographical insights and thoughtful assessments of
globalization’s multifaceted ‘faces and spaces.’
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